XXI. TIME - THE SINGLE MOST PRECIOUS
COMMODITY IN THE UNIVERSE

Are the Wachowskis (creators of Matrix movie) telling us something
special in Jupiter Ascending movie? We believe they are.

Titus: “Have you ever seen a harvest?”
Kalique: “Oh no, never. But I’ve heard they feel no pain. It’s all quite
humane, from what I’ve been told”.
Titus: “There are marshals and administrators to make sure
everything is done according to code, but still, it could be rather
affecting…”…
Balem: “Most of them are miserable in their lives, and what we do
for them is a mercy.”…
———————————————————————————————————————————
Stinger: “That’s where the “why?” gets ugly. Basically, the goal is to
grow a population as large as possible.
Once the population exceeds the planet’s ability to sustain it, it’s
considered ripe for harvest.”
Jupiter: “Harvest?”
———————————————————————————————————————————

Balem: “Mr Night, I want this facility running at capacity. I want full
diagnostics and cost projections for an early harvest….”
Mr Night: “Of course, my Lord.”
Balem: “What kind of grade are we getting from the skim?”
Mr Night: “Excellent product, sire. Premium grade. It’s a particularly
robust stock. … Assuming market stability, if we harvest later this
century, profit margins should eclipse your nearest competitor.”…
Balem: “Understand this, Mr. Night, I will harvest that planet
tomorrow…”
———————————————————————————————————————————
(Kalique, the old woman at the start of the movie, went into a bath,
and came out looking very young).
Kalique to Jupiter: “Your earth is a very small part of a very large
industry… feel my skin…”
Jupiter: “Wow!”
Kalique: “In your world, people are used to fighting for resources,
like oil, or minerals, or land.
When you have access to the vastness of space, your realise there’s
only one resource worth fighting over, even killing for – more time.”

„Time is the single most precious
commodity in the universe.”
———————————————————————————————————————————

Jupiter: “What is that?” (She holds a container of about 1 liter of
liquid).
Titus: “It has many names, Regenix, Recell, Nectar, there are various
levels of usefulness and quality, but this is the most pure and most
valuable solution made by the House of Abrasax.”
Jupiter: “Kalique came out of a bath…?”
Titus: “Naturally my sister didn’t explain what it is, or where it
comes from. It comes from people.
Each unit is refined from approximately 100 human beings.”
Jupiter: “What?!”
Titus: “Your planet is a farm, Jupiter. There are thousands of planets
like yours, set up for families like mine, to supply an ever increasing
demand for more time.”
Jupiter: “Are you saying you killed 100 people to make this?”
Titus: “Not me, but, yes, someone did. Not unlike butchering a herd
of cattle.”
———————————————————————————————————————————
Balem: “Now the human beings on your planet, are merely a
resource, waiting to be converted into capital.
And this entire enterprise is just a small part of a vast and beautiful
machine, defined by evolution designed for a single purpose, to
create profit.”

Now - if you have not seen the „Jupiter Ascending” movie in full watch it! You will also see some other scenes but lets leave it till later.
How about we start here:
https://pedoempire.org/video-2825-data-dump-adrenochrome-papertrail/
This is an archive with full documentation on harvesting adrenochrome
from us humans (mainly children) by humans for the purpose of
converting it into a drug designed to slow ageing. Or perhaps even to
reverse it. A gross read. This is now run on industrial scale.
Lets quickly mention - when you die they drain your blood from your
body! You wonder why? And why does it take to bury a body 4 weeks?
It is very important to highlight the fact that children who are used as
a source of this substance are terrorised, raped, beaten and even
skinned alive. All to increase the level of adrenaline while extracting
these enzymes from the donor. Do you think this is a joke? Well… Lets
quickly review this article in the press from British Daily Mail from the
21st January 2021 titled:
„No 10 and Treasury slam Matt Hancock's 'bonkers' plan to PAY
people who test positive £500 Covid handouts to 'encourage more
swabs'... at cost of HALF A BILLION POUNDS A WEEK” - link below.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9173953/Ministers-eyeastonishing-plan-testing-positive-Covid-one-payment-500.html?
fbclid=IwAR0xxuNQU3TTZ-x8H8lZjmvDDhEmMqE1YMWFCz2MbKjOZotk4R_g-C9aMw
So what does it mean? It’s simple - they want your DNA sample. They
will even pay you to get tested so they can get it. They will print as
much money as they want to in order to achieve their aim. The schools
will be next as children are the best supply of this product. The level
of adrenalin that can be produced by children is of the highest grade.

Remember my view on vaccines? The only reason for vaccines is to
implant explosives in all of us. Those who are low grade will be
converted into a meat chop - Yes - precisely! They consume our bodies
too. They will simply explode your heart and hung it up like on the
picture below.

Now - one more thing - lets connect one extra dot and discuss the
mind control! What is the additional reason behind it. It’s not only
designed to make sure you obey. There is a far more important reason
than that - it’s to create dreams. Lucid dreaming. They can project
things in our minds.

And now imagine - being in one of those chambers where they extract
adrenochrome and other enzymes, imagine having never ending
nightmares. Chilling repeating scenes. Frightening dreams. All to
increase the level of adrenaline in your body. So the product they
harvest from us is of the highest possible quality. Imagine this process
lasting dozens of years or perhaps even hundreds of years…?
Once you are on that vessel they will know straight away how to
process your body. All for the simple reason - to generate more

TIME
Because do not forget how primitive you are and how naive. To think
that life is to last only 80 years is pathetic. We are designed to live 10
thousands years at least and they take this away from us. Quite rightly
- because we are too primitive to make this planet our friend. We
turned this planet into a cess pit. This planet has exceeded the ability
to sustain our lives. We are simply not worthy to live on this planet!
Are you ready for it? Are you ready to be processed?

